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Truly agree Restricted Gambling on HK’s Soccer Matches
Recently, scandals about bribery & corruption criminals committed in FIFA
did, really arouse my ponder at initiation of, (restricted) gambling of especially
grand football/ soccer matches for both charity, & promotion of this athletics of
the most popular globally, with HK as well.
Actually, since emergence of Internet in the 1990s, underground-gambling
has become so rampant all over the world, as international audiences could
easily know results, or watch recorded or even live broadcast of soccer
matches in any part of the earth. For HK, since 8/2003 it thus has being
pursued the admission of Restricted Gambling of it, under held by the Jockey
Club of HK. However, so “ridiculous” I deem it is NOT allowed to gamble the
soccer matches that squads relevant with home HK, would have to participate
in those rivalries. In fact, to be fair to say Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC) domestically in HK, should always be at the highest
vigilance to, endeavor on eradication of any bribery criminal to all stakeholders
in local vocational soccer squads at races, whatever be restricted-gambling to
admitted to come into practice or NOT in those sport events.
So clear, the expectation of anti-corruption could NOT become effective
by this refusal on admission for restricted-gambling on local HK’s vocational
soccer matches, as underground-gambling still be so actively rampant to
cause its corruption. However, so advantageously obvious is, if whether it will
be further admitted for Restricted Gambling at domestic HK’s Soccer Matches.
Firstly, those races will be much more regarded with monitored by this
introduced admission as legalizing respective gambling. Then, market on
audience-rating at purchase of tickets for watching those football matches in
stadium, locally will be much enhanced! Thereby, career prospect of the
vocational soccer players must be just furthermore thriven. And, for the
band-level of domestic soccer tournament competitions, will also be it raised
up at certain extent as well!
Deeply hope at, the Hong Kong Jockey Club will additionally admit the
Restricted Gambling of local HK’s (vocational) Soccer Matches. Hence can a
virtuous cycle be commenced, to really fortune & prosper extensive economic
livelihoods of HK, under only adults can participate in, so to get rid of any
“further” encouragement of gambling culture in this society.
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